In the paper the parametric study of free vibration analysis of sandwich panel is presented. Effects of the face sheet material, as well as those related to the ply-thickness, core thickness and length of the panel are investigated. There are used approaches based on the first order shear deformation theory. Natural frequencies of sandwich panel are calculated by using analytical solution, which is compared with A NSYS results.
Introduction
One special group of laminated composites used extensively in engineering applications is sandwich composites. Sandwich panels consist of thin facings, also called skins or face sheets, sandwiching a core, are frequently used instead of solid plates because of their high bending stiffness to weight ratio. Increasing the thickness by adding a core in the middle also increases the bending resistance of the panel [5 & 13] .
Commonly sandwich panels are used to covering various types of buildings, where they are subjected not only to static loads, but also to dynamic effects. Dynamic effects can be divided into forced vibrations and natural vibrations, which will be discussed in turn. In this subject area, analytical studies have been conducted by, amongst others, Yu [14 & 15] , Ibrahim et al. [3] , Ng and Das [9] , Kanematsu et al. [4] , Chang and Chen [1] and Cheng et al. [2] . Raville and Veng [11] have produced test results as well as analytical results for simply supported plates.
Modern commercial FEM packages are capable of solving the vibration problems for the sandwich panels having wide varieties of the elastic and geometry properties. However, when it comes to the design of the sandwich panels with the fundamental frequency selected as the efficiency criterion, it is still advantageous to have the solution in the analytical form [7 & 13] . DOI: 10.2478/v10299-012-0006-1
Problem formulation and analytical solution procedure
The behavior of sandwich panels undergoing deformations may be analyzed by the Kirchhoff hypothesis except assumption, that normals remain perpendicular to the deformed reference plane (first-order shear deformation theory developed by Reissner and Mindlin) [12 & 16] .
Consider a rectangular (a x b) sandwich panel composed of two identical face sheets or face sheets with very small thickness´s difference between each other and orthotropic core. The plate´s middle plane is referred to Cartesian coordinates x, y, z and adjacent edges, x = 0, a and y = 0, b of the panel, are simply supported (SS) (Fig. 1 
where k s is the transverse shear deformation factor given by value 5/6 and stiffness coefficients are given by:
where (6) where n 1 and n 2 are the number of layers in the upper (index 1) and the lower (index 3) face sheet respectively ( Fig. 1 ) and s ij E are the transverse shear moduli of the core.
For panel mass density per unit area we can write:
where ρ k is the mass density of the k th layer. 
where m and n are integers only.
After substituting equations (8), (9) into equations (2), (3), (4) 
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For nonzero deflections equation (10) is satisfied when the determinant of the matrix, comprised of elements L ij , for i, j = 1, 2, 3, is zero. At this condition λ mn stand for eigenvalues of equation (10) 
The natural frequencies are given by: The validation of the analytical (ALT) analyses has been performed using finite element software ANSYS (ANS). The panel was discretized using the laminated shell elements SHELL181 with the size of 50 mm x 50 mm.
In Fig. 3a) , the effects of thickness h for face sheets CFRP [0] 3 with length dimension a = 2 m on natural frequencies at various natural mode shape (NMS) are presented. In Fig. 3b ), the effects of length dimension a for face sheets CFRP [0] 3 with thickness h = 0.08 m on natural frequencies at various natural mode shape (NMS) are presented. Fig. 3 shows that the natural frequency increases with the increasing natural mode shape, thickness h and decreasing the length dimension a.
In Fig. 4a The natural frequencies of the sandwich panel having length dimension a = 2 m and 3.8 m, respectively and thickness h = 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, respectively at fundamental (i.e. the 1 st ), 15 th and 30 th natural mode shape are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 . The percentage differences between analytical and numerical solution of the natural frequencies shown in Table 1 and Table 2 are calculated in Table 3 . It follows from the comparison of the data shown in Table 3 
Conclusions
The analytical and numerical solution of free vibration of the simply supported sandwich panel with variable length, thickness and type of face sheets was carried out and compared. It has been shown that analytical solution provides an efficient way of calculation of the natural frequencies with sufficient accuracy. The best agreement between analytical and numerical solution was obtained at the first natural mode shape and the lowest value of thickness. Influence of the panel´s length on the difference between natural frequencies at the same mode shape has been not significant. The difference has been increased with increasing value of mode shape. On the other side, the difference between solutions was lower at 15 th and 30 th mode shape for longer panel. It was shown, that difference has been increased with increasing thickness of the panel at fundamental mode shape. Another phenomenon has occurred at 15 th and 30 th mode shape for the panel with length of 2 m -increasing thickness reduces differences between both solutions.
